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In the present paper we investigated the electrochemical behavior of PVP on polycrystalline and single-
crystal Pt electrodes. PVP hampered the characteristic hydrogen UPD and anion adsorption on all inves-
tigated surfaces. Several oxidation processes appeared in the anodic sweep with Pt(111) and Pt(100)
being the most active for the oxidation processes. Repetitive cycling of the PVPads-modified Pt(111) or
Pt(100) electrodes in PVP-free aqueous H2SO4 solution leads to a continuous suppression of the
characteristic hydrogen UPD and anion adsorption as a consequence of PVP oxidation. However no
PVP oxidation was observed when cycling the PVPads-modified Pt(110) electrode in PVP-free aqueous
H2SO4 solution.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. Open access under the Elsevier OA license.
1. Introduction

A variety of chemical compounds, including poly(vinyl pyrroli-
done) (PVP), have been employed as protective agents in the pro-
duction of nanoparticles. PVP is a homopolymer composed of
monomers having a hydrophilic cyclic amide group. The nitrogen
and oxygen atoms of this polar group present a strong affinity for
gold, silver, platinum ions and their metallic clusters. Therefore
PVP is widely employed for nanoparticle fabrication [1–4], since
it acts concomitantly as coordinating agent for metallic ions and
stabilizing agent for metallic nanoparticles. It is agreed that the
general mechanism of protection [1,5–7] involves a lone electron
pair donation of AC@O from PVP to the metals and aggregation
avoidance through steric effect. Although this mechanism is ac-
cepted, the literature completely lacks information on the interac-
tion between PVP and metallic surfaces. It is well known that the
adsorption is not only affected by the electronic properties of the
surface but also by its structure (crystallographic orientation).
We have recently shown [8] that poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) inter-
acts differently with distinct single crystal Pt structures and suffers
oxidation to some extent. As another example, DeBlois et al. [9]
showed, by using platinum electrodes with different orientations,
that the bond between adsorbed benzene and Pt(100) is stronger
than that between adsorbed benzene and Pt(110) or Pt(111).
The understanding of molecular adsorption at well-ordered single
asparotto).
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crystal surfaces may enable, in principle, the production of prefer-
entially oriented nanoparticles [10].

In this work we studied the electrochemical behavior of PVP at
well-ordered single crystal as well as polycrystalline Pt surfaces in
H2SO4 solution. We discuss the influence of PVP on the hydrogen
UPD and anion adsorption on oriented Pt surfaces. Moreover, it is
shown that PVP not only behaves distinctly on different oriented
surfaces, but also suffers oxidation to some extent.

2. Experimental

The polycrystalline Pt and the single crystals, Pt(111), Pt(110)
and Pt(100), disks (10 mm in diameter and 2 mm thick) were pur-
chased from MaTeck and polished to a mirror-like finish with
0.05 lm alumina. Before each experiment, the electrode surface
was treated in the following way: the working electrode was flame
annealed in a hydrogen flame for 2 min, cooled down to room tem-
perature under Ar + H2 atmosphere and then protected with a drop
of water in equilibrium with this gas mixture to avoid contamina-
tion. The electrode was then quickly inserted into the electrochem-
ical cell and a meniscus was formed with the deaerated 0.1 M
H2SO4 (prepared with 18.2 MX cm Milipore/Milli-Q water and Alfa
Aesar sulfuric acid). The quality of the surfaces and the cleanness of
the system were checked by comparison with the typical voltam-
mograms published by Clavilier [11]. Solutions containing 1% w/
w PVP (Aldrich Co; MW: �10,000) were prepared adding appropri-
ate amounts of PVP into the electrochemical cell. The working elec-
trodes were introduced at 0.05 V vs RHE in the electrochemical cell
to avoid PVP oxidation.
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The counter electrode was a 1 cm � 1 cm platinum sheet. The
reference electrode was the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)
and all potentials in this work are referred to it. The experiments
were carried out with a 1285 Solartron potentiostat/galvanostat
controlled by the CoreWare software.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. PVP cyclic voltammetry behavior on polycrystalline Pt

Fig. 1 displays cyclic voltammograms (CVs) profiles obtained at
50 mV s�1 in the 0.05–1.5 V potential range for the polycrystalline
Pt in O2-free 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 solution with and without 1% w/
w PVP. The CV recorded in the PVP-free solution depicted the typ-
ical response of polycrystalline Pt, with hydrogen adsorption/
desorption processes in the 0.07–0.3 V potential range and the
platinum oxides formation (around 1.0 V) and reduction (0.76 V)
peaks in acid media. Upon PVP addition and sweeping the potential
from 0.05 V to the positive direction, the first CV cycle (red1 line)
shows that both hydrogen-desorption peaks were partially inhibited
and slightly shifted towards more positive potentials. The integrated
anodic component of the CV obtained in the 0.05–0.35 V range in the
PVP-free electrolyte was 214 lC cm�2, while a significantly lower
value of 60 lC cm�2 was obtained in the PVP-containing solution
in the first CV cycle. This result evidences that PVP is already ad-
sorbed on Pt at potentials just positive to the hydrogen evolution.
An oxidation wave centered at about 0.62 V can be observed as the
sweep continues, followed by a very small shoulder at 0.84 V. Later
it will be shown that these oxidation processes are much more evi-
dent on Pt(111) and Pt(100) and may be ascribed to PVP oxidation.
Hassouna et al. [12] showed that the PVP photooxidation generates
several intermediates, like succinimide and N-vinylpyrrolidone. Our
results show that PVP is subjected to electrochemical oxidation. It is
reasonable to assume that different intermediates are formed and
could, in turn, adsorb on the Pt surface and be further oxidized (note
that at more positive potentials the increasing current does not
cease). We performed in situ FTIR spectroscopy experiments in the
thin-layer configuration to probe PVP oxidation products formed,
however no substantial differences appeared in the interferograms
upon potential modulation. As the contribution of solution species
to the FTIR signal is much larger than the contribution of adsorbed
ones the FTIR technique is usually not able to probe only interfacial
changes [13]. Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy is a
much more appropriated technique because it is intrinsically sensi-
tive to the interface response. SFG experiments are already in course
in our laboratory and will be presented in a future paper. During the
back scan, the oxide reduction peak (0.76 V) is significantly
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Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms for polycrystalline Pt at 50 mV s�1 in O2-free 0.1 M
aqueous H2SO4 solutions without and with 1% w/w PVP.
suppressed as well as the hydrogen adsorption processes. The
hydrogen desorption is then strongly hindered in the second scan
as a consequence of surface blocking species formed during the first
scan, however the oxidation process at 0.62 V has not been totally
suppressed. As shown later, the oxidation processes occurring in
the 0.35–0.90 V potential region are strongly catalyzed by the
Pt(111) surface.

3.2. PVP cyclic voltammetry behavior on Pt(1 1 1)

Fig. 2 presents CV profiles at 50 mV s�1 in the 0.05–0.9 V poten-
tial range for the Pt(111) in O2-free 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 solution
in the absence and presence of 1% w/w PVP. In the case of the PVP-
free solution (black line), the CV reveals features corresponding to
the hydrogen UPD and anion adsorption, and is in total agreement
with the form of the curve published by Clavilier and co-workers
[14,15], characterizing a clean system and well ordered Pt(111).
It is important to emphasize that experiments with the PVP-con-
taining solution were only carried out after we obtained the typical
voltammetric behavior for each single-crystal face in the aqueous
H2SO4 supporting electrolyte. This procedure assured the electro-
chemical responses to be solely due to interaction between the
Pt surfaces and PVP. Additionally, all the employed single-crystal
electrodes were never cycled into the oxide formation/reduction
potential region in order to avoid surface reconstruction [16].
Sweeping the potential from 0.05 V to the positive direction, the
first CV cycle in the presence of PVP (red line) reveals higher cur-
rent densities in the hydrogen desorption region (between 0.05
and 0.35 V) than those obtained in the PVP-free solution. At this
point is still unclear whether such currents are due to some PVP
oxidation or only from hydrogen desorption. The PVP at the inter-
face might have increased the resistance and, consequently, associ-
ated higher capacitive currents. In the subsequent cycles (blue and
green lines) the current densities in this region are lower and
roughly coincidental. As the CV proceeded in the positive direction,
the CV transient reveals a broad oxidation wave starting at 0.35 V
(centered at about 0.62 V), followed now by a more distinguishable
oxidation shoulder at 0.84 V and a lack of features typical for anion
adsorption. These anodic currents (between 0.35 and 0.9 V) de-
creased with cycling, denoting the irreversibility of the process.
During the back scan one can see some reactivation (oxidation cur-
rents) between 0.35 and 0.9 V, a behavior primarily associated
with a partial removal of carbonaceous species that are not com-
pletely oxidized in the forward scan. Consequently, free platinum
sites are then available for further PVP oxidation. This reactivation
broad peak was not observed for the polycrystalline Pt, which sug-
gests a dependence of PVP oxidation on the Pt(111) orientation. It
is later shown that the reactivation is even more pronounced on
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Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms for Pt(111) at 50 mV s�1 in O2-free 0.1 M aqueous
H2SO4 solutions without and with 1% w/w PVP.
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Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms for Pt(100) at 50 mV s�1 in O2-free 0.1 M aqueous
H2SO4 solutions without and with 1% w/w PVP.
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Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms for Pt(110) at 50 mV s�1 in O2-free 0.1 M aqueous
H2SO4 solutions without and with 1% w/w PVP.
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Fig. 5. Series of cyclic voltammograms for PVP-modified single-crystal Pt electrodes
recorded at 50 mV s�1 in PVP-free 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 solutions: (A) Pt(111), (B)
Pt(100) and (C) Pt(110).
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Pt(100). The reduction of the oxidation products delivered two
reduction peaks in the hydrogen UPD region.

3.3. PVP cyclic voltammetry behavior on Pt(100)

In Fig. 3, we show (CV) profiles obtained at 50 mV s�1 in the
0.05–0.8 V potential range for the Pt(100) electrode in O2-free
0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 in the absence and presence of 1% w/w
PVP. The black-line CV refers to the 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 and its
charge density for hydrogen desorption is 205 lC cm�2. The CV
characteristics correspond to the hydrogen UPD and anion adsorp-
tion on the Pt(100) electrode and attest that the Pt surface was
atomically well-ordered and the system clean [17]. The PVP addi-
tion into the 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 drastically changes the CV pro-
file. In the first scan (red line), starting the potential sweep at
0.05 V towards the positive direction, an oxidation process begins
at about 0.25 V and develops a peak current at 0.37 V, which is
more intense and slightly shifted in comparison to the hydrogen
desorption peak (0.39 V) observed in the PVP-free solution. The
peak potential remains unchanged upon cycling and its intensity
abruptly decreases. These features are surely not only related to
the hydrogen/anion processes, but also to some PVP oxidation.
The associated charge density in the first CV cycle is 272 lC cm�2,
about 32% higher than that obtained in the PVP-free solution. As
the hydrogen UPD is limited to one monolayer, the charge excess
must have come from PVP oxidation, which is also evidenced by
the peak intensity decrease in the subsequent cycles. The charges
calculated for the second and third cycles were 90 lC cm�2 and
37 lC cm�2, respectively. As the scan progressed, a sharp anodic
peak at 0.77 V observed in the first scan completely disappears in
the subsequent ones. During the back scan, all CV cycles displayed
reactivation. This behavior was less pronounced on the Pt(111)
and inexistent on polycrystalline Pt, which suggests strong depen-
dence of PVP oxidation on the Pt(100) orientation. The CV com-
pletely lacks the typical hydrogen UPD and anion desorption
features and one can observe reduction waves in the 0.32–0.10 V
region, being slightly affected with cycling.
3.4. PVP cyclic voltammetry behavior on Pt(110)

Fig. 4 shows a series of CV recorded between 0.05 V and 0.8 V at
50 mV s�1 for the Pt(110) in O2-free 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4 in the
absence and presence of 1% w/w PVP. In the PVP-free solution
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(black line) the CV profile depicts symmetric peaks, featuring
reversible the hydrogen UPD and anion adsorption processes.
Furthermore, the surface was atomically well ordered and the
system impurity-free. The integrated-desorption charge gave
214 lC cm�2, which is in good agreement with literature values
[9,16]. The addition of 1% w/w PVP into the 0.1 M aqueous H2SO4

revealed the following general CV features: (a) three broad asym-
metric oxidation waves (asymmetric wave means no correspon-
dent counter part in the cathodic branch of the CV) in the first
scan (red line), tending to disappear in the following ones and
(b) substantial inhibition of the characteristic hydrogen UPD and
anion adsorption/desorption in the first cycle and their complete
disappearance in the subsequent ones. The anodic charge density
of 14 lC cm�2 for the asymmetric broad wave in the 0.05–0.25 V
range is substantially smaller than the determined value of
214 lC cm�2 in the same potential region. This leads us to the con-
clusion that the PVP strongly hinders the hydrogen UPD and anion
adsorption processes on the Pt(110). With cycling the hydrogen
UPD and anion adsorption regions get completely featureless, the
broad wave in the 0.25–0.55 V potential range disappears and
the anodic process in the 0.55–0.8 V range becomes less intense.
3.5. Effect of adsorbed PVP onto single-crystal Pt

A separate set of experiments was carried out with PVP-modi-
fied single-crystal Pt electrodes in order to check the pure effect
of PVP adsorption. This was accomplished by immersing just-an-
nealed electrodes in a cell containing 0.1 M H2SO4 + 1% w/w PVP
at OCP for 2 min, thoroughly rinsing them with ultrapure water
and then recording CV transients in a cell containing only 0.1 M
H2SO4 in their respective potential ranges. The results are dis-
played in Fig. 5. The CV characteristics are in general the same of
those obtained in PVP-containing solutions, however the current
densities associated with PVP oxidation are rather lower. This
means that, in the case of PVP-containing solutions, some bulk
PVP is able to reach the partially blocked electrode surface and
undergoes oxidation. It is interesting to note that for the Pt(111)
(Fig. 5A) and Pt(100) (Fig. 5B) surfaces the characteristic hydrogen
UPD/anion adsorption/desorption processes get more and more
featureless with cycling. In the case of Pt(110) (Fig. 5C) such pro-
cesses are also suppressed, however the current densities remain
practically coincidental with cycling. This leads us to conclude that
PVP irreversibly adsorbs on all single-crystal surfaces, with
Pt(111) and Pt(100) being the most active for its oxidation. Oxida-
tion products may in turn adsorb on Pt(111) and Pt(100) (atomi-
cally denser surfaces) and gradually consume active sites for
hydrogen UPD/anion adsorption/desorption. Comparison of Fig. 4
with Fig. 5C shows that oxidation current densities in the 0.25–
0.8 V range appear for Pt(110) only when PVP is in solution. In
its absence no oxidation was probed and therefore the number of
sites for hydrogen UPD/anion adsorption/desorption remained
roughly constant.

4. Conclusions

In this work we examined the electrochemical behavior of PVP
on polycrystalline Pt, Pt(111), Pt(100) and Pt(110). PVP inhibits
the characteristic hydrogen UPD and anion adsorption on all inves-
tigated surfaces. A variety of oxidation processes were observed
upon potential increase on all Pt surfaces, with the Pt(111) and
Pt(100) being the most active and giving rise to a reactivation
CV broad oxidation peak in PVP-containing solutions. From these
results we conclude that the electrochemical behavior of PVP in
aqueous H2SO4 is strongly dependent on the surface geometry.
Experiments with PVP-modified Pt electrodes in PVP-free solutions
revealed that PVP irreversibly adsorbs on all investigated surfaces,
with the Pt(110) being practically inactive for its oxidation. PVP
has been widely used as stabilizing agent in the nanoparticle pro-
duction field and is usually considered inert. We showed here that
this polymer is inert in a narrow potential range, suffering oxida-
tion at potentials higher than 0.4 V vs RHE. The oxidation products
surely adsorb onto the Pt surface. In our opinion, this fact should be
taken into consideration as a protective mechanism by PVP.
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